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Baby Lies A Gripping Detective Mystery Full Of Twists And Turns
‘Bloody brilliant... I was hooked.’ Ginger Book Geek ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Omg!! What an amazing and thrilling story!!!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Gripping.’ Goodreads reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Twist after twist after twist!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘All the stars from me.’ Rona Halsall ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I have never, ever read a whole book in one day… until
now.’ Booked Up Girl ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ When a beautiful, local teenage girl is found strangled in the cold, dark woods a mile from town. The prime suspect is the seeminglygentle drifter who found Tanya’s body. Detective Finnegan Beck, recently demoted from his high-powered job in Dublin and relocated in disgrace to the small Irish
town of Cross Beg, is the police officer in charge, and he seems to be the only person who can’t escape the feeling that Tanya wasn’t killed at random. As he digs
deeper into the shadows of Cross Beg, he begins to realise it isn’t the sleepy backwater he’d first believed. Everyone here has something to hide. Tanya had a
boyfriend, whose name no one knew. A best friend with a loose relationship with the truth. And a habit she thought she’d kept hidden from everyone. But, just as
Beck believes he is making progress, the body of one of the suspects is found drowned in the river. Is the killer just getting started? Everyone in the town seems to
have something they would die to protect. But who has a secret they’d kill for? This debut novel from a powerful new Irish voice is the first in a gripping series that
will feature the brilliant, haunted Detective Finnegan Beck who won’t rest until justice is found. Perfect for fans of LJ Ross, Joy Ellis and Patricia Gibney. Readers are
loving Where She Lies: ‘Bloody brilliant... Oh my goodness me... one seriously, fantastically and brilliantly written book with cracking characters and cracking
storylines. I was hooked on this book from the first moment I met Detective Finnegan Beck... addictive... simply unputdownable... the pages were turning that quickly
that it was almost as if the pages were turning themselves... the world could have ended and I wouldn’t have known... several times that I almost found myself
reading through my fingers... In short, I totally and utterly flipping well loved reading ‘Where She Lies’... simply outstanding... a very well deserved 5* out of 5*.’
Ginger Book Geek ‘A page-turning, don't-put-it-down, yes-you-will-be-up-all-night kind of read… amazing!’ SPW Writes, 5 stars ‘Reminds me a lot of Harry Bosch.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘Gripping... pulls you in, from the very beginning right till the end... keeps you guessing till the end... unrelenting pace... excellent writing... The
needle of suspicion keeps moving from one suspect to another... thrilling... If you loved the detective series of Harry Bosch or Cormoran Strike, you will enjoy this
one.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Excellent ... this was one I couldn't put down... jaw-dropping. ’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Gripping… deserves more than the 5 stars.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Powerful… riveting ... stunning.’ Plucked from the Stacks, 5 stars ‘If you like Harry Hole Series by Jo Nesbø, you shouldn't miss this
one... gripping.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Cracking... made me tear through the pages... I thought I knew whodunnit it. I wasn’t even close! ... gripping.’ Between
My Lines ‘Started with a bang and just kept going! The twists kept coming... I couldn't put it down. I cannot wait to read more from this author!’ Goodreads reviewer,
‘Brilliant.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Tense, powerful and emotional... gripped my attention from the very first page and I couldn’t tear my eyes away... fantastic.’
Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Excellent... I was hooked... I can't wait to return to Detective Beck and his story.’ Star Crossed Reviews ‘It's hard to believe this is a
debut novel! ... Finnegan feels like a character you've known for years, who has had his troubles and is now facing the results ... not only flawed, but brilliant (think
PBS' Sherlock Holmes).’ Bless Their Hearts Mom, 5 stars ‘Had me gripped ... a page turner.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Excellent... 5 stars read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Will
I be reading book 2? Yes definitely.’ Nigel Adams Bookworm ‘Crikey, I wasn't expecting the bad guy to be HIM! ... I was pulled into the story from the very beginning
and every time I had to put the book down, I couldn't wait to pick it up again... All the stars from me and looking forward to the rest of the series.’ Rona Halsall, 5
stars
This book is titled Hidden Relationships of the Homicide Detective. The responsibility of overseeing the Homicide Unit and my everyday exposure to witnessing
violent crimes throughout the city of Birmingham led me to write this fiction novel that depicts a young man who takes a circuitous route in his quest to restore the
luster in his parents’ dismal marriage. While in pursuit of what he believes is the key to restoring happiness in his family, Trey Wilcox meets some interesting people
who at one time or another crossed paths with his dad, along with other amazing discoveries. But more than anything else, this long and winding voyage reinforces
his belief that family and lifelong relationships are vitally important for survival. This book is designed to help restore family values, to encourage friendly
relationships, and to truncate the rise in the number of dysfunctional families across the globe. It is also designed to uplift victims of violent crimes who might still be
in despair because of the unwarranted trauma they have experienced. It will also help them understand that irrespective of the odds that they currently face, they
can pick up the fragments of their broken lives and rise far above that experience. This is a must read for adults of all ages. But with the vast majority of youths in
the world maturing as quickly as they do, I envision upper-class high school age as a starting point for marketing this book. This is definitely a must read for high
school seniors as they prepare to enter college and adulthood in a world filled with an assortment of surprises, traps, and vices designed to trip them up. It serves as
an eye-opener for all of us, irrespective of whether we, or any of our family members, have ever been the victim of a violent crime. As a matter of fact, the content in
this book is written in such a manner that it serves as a great read for every family and ideal for public libraries. Throughout this book, we are reminded just how
fragile life and relationships are, as many of us take for granted on a daily basis that one incident is all that separates us from an enormous setback, irrespective of
our current walk of life.
DI Tom Mariner's home life is beginning to look more and more settled. There's talk of a move to the country, even kids. Mostly, of course, it's Anna doing the
talking, and for once Mariner isn't running for the hills at the thought of commitment. But the quiet holiday season is shattered when, on the day of a community
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carol concert, an explosion rocks the centre of Birmingham. Running behind schedule, Tom and Anna are caught up in the aftermath of the event, but others are not
so lucky, including DS Knox and his girlfriend. However, no one knows if the tragedy is accidental or another random act of terrorism. Meanwhile, as friends and
colleagues struggle to deal with the after-effects of the explosion, an unexpected reunion with an old friend thrusts Mariner into the unofficial investigation of a
violent double murder to which he is inextricably linked. Mariner enters a world of corruption where the boundaries of justice are blurred, making it impossible to
distinguish between friend and foe.
Detective Mike Nash thought that moving back to Yorkshire from London would give him a quieter life. Little did he know . . . PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A REVISED
EDITION OF A BOOK FIRST PUBLISHED AS "DEPTH OF DESPAIR" BONES IN THE WATER Two skeletons are discovered in Lamentation Tarn, a mountain lake.
Talented detective Mike Nash and his team have little evidence with which to work, until a surprising discovery prompts them to contact law enforcement agencies
in Eastern Europe. A GRIPPING, FAST-PACED MYSTERY WITH SOME STUNNING TWISTS A joint task force is formed to uncover a criminal network involved in
prostitution, drugs, and human trafficking, but Nash's preoccupation with internal politics, as well as with an attractive Russian detective, proves to be a distraction.
A BREATH-TAKING CRIME THRILLER PERFECT FOR FANS OF IAN RANKIN, JD KIRK. DS BUTLER or PETER ROBINSON.Finally, a young victim escapes the
gang's clutches, providing Nash with much needed evidence. A search of the neighboring tarn yields evidence of even more heinous crimes. Who else will die before
the criminals are brought to bitter justice? WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT "WHAT LIES BENEATH" "It never stops racing until the satisfying denouement.
Very enjoyable." Avril "Excellent plot" Jack "A great book. A detective who cares in a brilliant gripping plot" Pam MIKE NASH A highly talented detective, he was a
rising star in the Metropolitan Police. Following a particularly gruesome case involving a sadistic serial killer, Nash turns down the chance of promotion and heads
back to his native county of Yorkshire. He hopes that returning to his roots will bring peace of mind. However, although the pace of life seems gentler, the crimes
prove no less horrific. His skills are tested to the limit by a series of violent crimes that threaten to ruin his plans for a more relaxed lifestyle. Nor is his secret
ambition to settle down made any easier by his one weakness, a seemingly unquenchable thirst for female company. That is, until . . .? LOCATION The books are set
in a fictional rural North Yorkshire with a scattering of market towns, many small villages and countryside that changes from high moorland with dramatic crags,
mountain tarns and sparse vegetation, to the gentler, lush agricultural land lower down the valley that is bisected by the river Helm. The town of Helmsdale is where
Mike Nash and his team are based, in a sub-division of their headquarters in the larger town of Netherdale. Further to the west is Bishopton, also part of the hub our
detectives cover. DI MIKE NASH SERIES Book 1: WHAT LIES BENEATH Book 2: VANISH WITHOUT TRACE Book 3: PLAYING WITH FIRE
A gripping Irish detective thriller with a stunning twist
A Season to Lie
Where She Lies
Stalked by Shadows
Deadly Cry
Blood Money
One Child Alive
INTRODUCING THE NEW SERIES BY BEST-SELLING, CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED AUTHOR GRETTA MULROONEY 'It succeeds from the first pages.' - Annemarie S.
DETECTIVE INSPECTOR SIV DRUMMOND IS LOOKING FOR A FRESH START. WHAT SHE GETS IS TWO DEAD BODIES. It's Detective Inspector Siv Drummond's
first day back on the job, joining a new team in a new town. This fresh start isn't going to be easy. Still mourning the death of her
husband, she must push aside her grief to focus on her first case. Lauren Visser and Matis Rimas are found stabbed to death in the idyllic
woodland by the River Bere. Their mutilated bodies lie within feet of each other. A photograph of an unknown girl sits on Lauren's chest. She
was an activist and wild swimmer. He was fishing illegally. WHAT IS THEIR CONNECTION? Siv and her team start ruling out suspects, but no one
tells the truth when everyone has something to hide. What will be dredged up by the investigation? CAN DI SIV DRUMMOND FIGHT THE CURRENT OF
LIES OR WILL SHE BE SWEPT AWAY? Elegantly written, THESE LITTLE LIES is a masterclass in slow-burning suspense that will keep you turning the
pages into the early hours. Perfect for fans of Robert Galbraith, Tana French, Liane Moriarty, Rachel Cain or Ruth Rendell. MEET THE
DETECTIVE Detective Inspector Siv Drummond is widowed following a tragic accident involving her husband. With everything in London reminding
her of the past, she moves from a high-profile squad with the Met to a new job as DI in her old home town - sleepy, seaside Berminster. She's
still grieving and lonely, but she's a fighter and she's smart, which earns her the respect of her colleagues DS Ali Carlin and DC Patrick
Hill, and the grudging approval of her DCI, who wants his protégé to get her job. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THESE LITTLE LIES 'I loved
this first in the DI Siv Drummond series, may there be many more to follow. I couldn't put the book down, but tried to read slowly...didn't
want it to end. It's great having a book that you can't wait to get back into.' - Hannelore C. 'I thoroughly enjoyed These Little Lies which
is a good procedural with several twists and a well concealed motive and perpetrator.' - Elaine T. 'Enjoyed it immensely - read it in one
day, ignoring all else.' - Aileen G. 'The first in the series can often be a difficult thing... you've got to set up the scenes and the
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characters. This one did it well.' - Louise T. PREVIOUS PRAISE FOR GRETTA MULROONEY 'A pleasure to read.' - The Independent 'A beautifully
written book, a magnificent read.' - Big Issue 'A memorable tale with a shocking denouement.' - Time Out 'A psychological tale echoing
Barbara Vine.' - The Bookseller 'I had plenty of guesses, all of them wrong so the novel held my attention throughout. The pacing is
excellent.' - E. Tomasso 'The book moves along at a steady pace and gains momentum as it progresses. There are many twists and turns along
the way as the reader is caught up in the intrigue and suspense towards a real jaw dropping shocker of an ending nobody will see coming.'
BOOKS n ALL 'A thoroughly enjoyable read and extremely well thought out. Had me puzzled as an avid crime reader.' Carole 'A fascinating read
with many twists and turns that keeps you guessing to the end. A must read.' Greta H. ALSO BY GRETTA MULROONEY THE TYRONE SWIFT DETECTIVE
SERIES BOOK 1: THE LADY VANISHED BOOK 2: BLOOD SECRETS BOOK 3: TWO LOVERS, SIX DEATHS BOOK 4: WATCHING YOU BOOK 5: LOW LAKE BOOK 6: YOUR LAST
LIE
"Vibrant and utterly contemporary.... An altogether superior thriller." --Los Angeles Times Struggling detective Alisha Barba is trying to
get her life back on track after almost being crippled by a murder suspect. Now on her feet again, she receives a desperate plea from an old
school friend, who is eight months pregnant and in trouble. On the night they arrange to meet, her friend is run down and killed by a car and
Alisha discovers the first in a series of haunting and tragic deceptions. Determined to uncover the truth, she embarks upon a dangerous
journey that will take her from the East End of London to Amsterdam's murky red light district and into a violent underworld of sex
trafficking, slavery and exploitation.
It was summer in the mountains when five small children vanished from their nursery school picnic. The heat was stifling that day, the tinkle
of an ice-cream van in the air.Three and a half years later, in the dead of winter, the children are returned by their abductor... one by
one.All except for Ivy - the granddaughter of homicide detective Kate Wakeland. The other four children say Ivy is dead.Speculation grows
that the kidnappings were revenge for an offender that Detective Wakeland put in jail years before.She engages in a battle of wits between
herself, the kidnapper and the cold, vast expanse of mountains in between.
Winner of the 2010 Edgar Award for Best Novel Heralded by the Washington Post as a "a magnificent creation, Huck Finn channeled through Lord
of the Flies", John Hart's The Last Child is his most significant work to date, an intricate, powerful story of loss, hope, and courage in
the face of evil. Thirteen year-old Johnny Merrimon had the perfect life: a warm home and loving parents; a twin sister, Alyssa, with whom he
shared an irreplaceable bond. He knew nothing of loss, until the day Alyssa vanished from the side of a lonely street. Now, a year later,
Johnny finds himself isolated and alone, failed by the people he'd been taught since birth to trust. No one else believes that Alyssa is
still alive, but Johnny is certain that she is---confident in a way that he can never fully explain. Determined to find his sister, Johnny
risks everything to explore the dark side of his hometown. It is a desperate, terrifying search, but Johnny is not as alone as he might
think. Detective Clyde Hunt has never stopped looking for Alyssa either, and he has a soft spot for Johnny. He watches over the boy and tries
to keep him safe, but when Johnny uncovers a dangerous lead and vows to follow it, Hunt has no choice but to intervene. Then a second child
goes missing . . . Undeterred by Hunt's threats or his mother's pleas, Johnny enlists the help of his last friend, and together they plunge
into the wild, to a forgotten place with a history of violence that goes back more than a hundred years. There, they meet a giant of a man,
an escaped convict on his own tragic quest. What they learn from him will shatter every notion Johnny had about the fate of his sister; it
will lead them to another far place, to a truth that will test both boys to the limit. Traveling the wilderness between innocence and hard
wisdom, between hopelessness and faith, The Last Child leaves all categories behind and establishes John Hart as a writer of unique power.
Now with an excerpt from John Hart's next book The Hush, available in February 2018.
A totally gripping crime thriller
An absolutely gripping crime thriller packed with nail-biting suspense
An utterly gripping Scottish crime thriller
Tell Me Lies
In a House of Lies
A Gripping Detective Crime Mystery
Written in Blood
DI Tom Mariner is about to take a well-earned break when six-week-old Jessica Klinnemann is abducted from the crèche at a local day nursery. His leave cancelled, Mariner becomes
the lead on the highly public case. But what at first appears to be a random kidnap gradually begins to look like a meticulously planned operation. The motive remains unclear, until
Mariner discovers that the baby's father works for a scientific research company that has long been the target of animal rights activists. Two days later when the incident comes to
an astonishing conclusion, a crude note seems to confirm that that animal rights protesters were behind the scare. But when one of the crèche workers is killed in a hit and run, the
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case is blown wide open...
The case was closed. Until people started dying... DI Thomas Ridpath was on the up in the Manchester CID: a promising detective who captured a notorious serial killer. But ten years
later he’s recovering from a serious illness and on the brink of being forced out of the police. Then the murders began, in an uncanny echo of his first case. As the death count grows,
old records, and bodies, go missing. Caught in a turf war between the police and the coroner’s office, Ridpath is in a race against time. A race to save his career, his marriage, and
innocent lives. When a detective disappears everything is on the line. Can Ridpath save his colleague? A nail-biting crime thriller, perfect for fans of Mark Billingham, Peter James and
D. S. Butler.
You have to stop me from hurting anyone else. I don’t want to do these horrible things. Help me before I’m forced to do it again. And I will do it again because I have no choice. I’ve
never had a choice. In a busy shopping centre, a little girl clutches a teddy bear, clinging to it in the absence of her mother, Katrina. Hours later, Katrina’s body is discovered in an
abandoned building. For Detective Kim Stone, it looks like a quick, functional kill. But Kim’s instincts tell her there’s more to this senseless murder than meets the eye. What was the
motive for killing a young mother out shopping with her child? Days later, a second victim is found in a local park, her neck broken just like Katrina’s and her six-year-old son missing.
With her colleague, Detective Stacey Wood, working on another unsolved crime and a member of the team grieving the loss of a close relative, Kim is struggling to make inroads on
what is fast becoming a complex case. And when a handwritten letter from the killer lands on Kim’s desk addressed to her, and pleading for help, she knows time is running out to
bring the little boy home alive. With the support of a handwriting analyst and profiler, Kim and the team begin to get inside the mind of the killer and make a shocking discovery.
Some of the victims have scratch marks on their wrists. But these are no random scratches. The killer is using them to communicate with someone. The question is… with whom?
And if Kim doesn’t find them soon, another innocent soul will die. The multi-million-copy bestselling Detective Kim Stone series is every bit as addictive, original and exciting as
readers say and you’ll be hooked from the very first page. Nobody does it better than the Queen of Crime, Angela Marsons. Read what everyone is saying about Deadly Cry:
‘Whoopee The queen of crime is back…this book is a reminder to all her fans what a brilliant crime series this is…Unlike some long running crimes series, each book always brings
something new to the table, whether it be its characters, the plot, or jaw dropping moments that take the reader by surprise.’ The Book Review Café, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Utterly fabulous! I loved
this book so much. The whole series is fantastic and it just gets better and better with every book. Read this in one sitting as I was literally glued to it. Highly recommend, if I could
give it more than 5 stars I would.’ Linda Strong Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Angela Marsons writes the type of books that I will literally drop everything just so I can read it.’ Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I honestly don’t know how Angela Marsons gets better and better with each book…My jaw dropped over and over again and I’m just sitting here so shocked at the
end!’ With A Book In Our Hand, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I could read Kim Stone books every day and never get bored, I read this in a day as couldn't put it down.’ NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Angela
Marsons is the Queen of Crime, and every police team needs a Kim Stone! With a strong, fast paced storyline, this book will bring tears to your eyes, then have you covering those
same eyes for fear of what may happen on the next page!!’ stardustbookreviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Reading this series is like catching up with old friends…Yet another brilliant work by the
amazing Angela Marsons!’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Oh how much have I missed Kim Stone… you are guaranteed a story that will grab a hold of you from the start and keep you
invested in the outcome right to the very last page.’ Jen Med’s Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Quite simply, Angela Marsons is THE QUEEN of Crime Fiction…Every book of Angie’s is a
masterpiece of storytelling, each so different in theme and incredibly enjoyable to read.’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I really love this series. It’s like catching up with friends when I
start a new book.’ Alice May Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This is a series that I will never get tired of. The author has a real talent of keeping each book fresh and exciting with characters you
can't help but root for. Long live Kim Stone!’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
*****THE INSTANT NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER***** The iconic Ian Rankin returns with the essential must-read thriller of the year. "Loved In A House Of Lies. How does Rebus keep on
getting better and better? Ian Rankin is a genius." LEE CHILD "One of British crime writing's greatest characters: alongside Holmes, Poirot and Morse ... Beautifully told, superbly
constructed and utterly engrossing." DAILY MAIL "Absolutely wonderful. Clever, gripping, a fabulous read." KATE MOSSE "Rankin's Latest and Greatest. It is stunning. I didn't sleep for
three nights reading it." JILLY COOPER * * * * * IN A HOUSE OF LIES... Everyone has something to hide A missing private investigator is found, locked in a car hidden deep in the
woods. Worse still - both for his family and the police - is that his body was in an area that had already been searched. Everyone has secrets Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke is
part of a new inquiry, combing through the mistakes of the original case. There were always suspicions over how the investigation was handled and now - after a decade without
answers - it's time for the truth. Nobody is innocent Every officer involved must be questioned, and it seems everyone on the case has something to hide, and everything to lose. But
there is one man who knows where the trail may lead - and that it could be the end of him: John Rebus. * * * * * "Grips from the first sentence. No one in Britain writes better crime
novels today." EVENING STANDARD "There's no one like Ian Rankin for bringing us right into the world of detectives. In A House of Lies is a must-read." TANA FRENCH "Thrillingly
told, with the best cast in contemporary crime, Rankin is one of the most significant social commentators of our time. Just read the book. It says it better than I can." DENISE MINA
"Rankin remains the most consistent practitioner of finely crafted, richly detailed, literary crime novels being produced today. He's always been at the top of his game, and this latest
is no exception." LINWOOD BARCLAY "A first-rate crime novel: tense, twisty and often very funny. A real joy - Rebus still makes sparks fly." ELLY GRIFFITHS "Definitely not to be
missed. Rankin's at the top of his form here, and no reader will go away disappointed." PETER ROBINSON
Coney Island Baby
A gripping psychological thriller
A Gripping Novel of Psychological Suspense
A Babies and Families Collection
Last Seen
A gripping serial killer thriller
A completely addictive and unputdownable crime thriller
When the danger is already inside, nowhere is safe... Highton prison sits nestled within the moors of western Cumbria, close to the coastal road. When two former inmates turn up dead, DI Kelly Porter is
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tasked with finding out why. It soon becomes obvious that she is hunting for one killer and the place where both victims were incarcerated holds the key. As Kelly delves into life at Highton she finds more
questions than answers. A web of corruption and deceit emerges within the prison walls. As Kelly gets closer to unpicking the relationships between the officers and their wards, a full scale prison riot
explodes – with police caught in the middle. Kelly now faces a hostage situation with a well-loved member of her team caught in the middle. An unforgettable addition to the DI Kelly Porter series from one of
British crime fiction's rising stars. A must-read for fans of Carol Wyer, L. J. Ross and Angela Marsons. Readers are loving Lying Ways 'Once again Rachel Lynch has written a book where you keep turning
the pages to find out what happens next. I enjoyed reading this book and would recommend it as a must read.' NetGalley Review 倫倫倫倫倀
栀椀猀 戀漀漀欀 栀愀猀 椀琀 愀氀氀 murder, violence, pri
involvement. I read it in one sitting.' NetGalley Review 倫倫倫倫倀
栀愀瘀攀 攀渀樀漀 攀
愀氀氀 琀栀攀
攀氀氀
倀漀爀琀攀爀 渀漀瘀攀氀猀 琀漀
愀琀攀 愀渀
琀栀椀猀 漀渀攀
great read. ' NetGalley Review 倫倫倫倫
When she becomes the victim of identity theft, Annie Milliken, living with her twin sister Julie after discovering her husband's infidelity, discovers the true scale of the crime when Julie disappears, along with
Annie's baby daughter. Original.
One, two, three. She counts the bodies dragged from the burning beach house, smoke rising from their cotton pajamas, and remembers a fourth; red hair, freckles, clinging to his mother’s legs, begging to
watch the fireworks a while longer. “Where’s the little boy?” she whispers… In the ashes of the Fox family’s seafront vacation home, Olivia Rockwell can barely hold back her tears as she wonders who in the
close-knit town of Fog Harbor could destroy such a warm, loving family. Then she spots a little green toy soldier in the sand and follows a set of small footprints along the beach to an abandoned lifeguard hut.
Inside, she finds the youngest Fox child, Thomas. The only survivor… Holding his trembling body close, Olivia promises to keep him safe. She knows the agony of losing family at such a young age. But the
second Thomas catches sight of Detective Will Decker’s sliver police badge over her shoulder, the little boy’s scream pierces the night. Could the family have been targeted by someone sworn to protect
them? Is anyone safe if the police themselves are the primary suspect? Unsure who she can trust, Olivia keeps hold of the tiny horseshoe charm she finds at the scene and follows the trail deep into the web
of lies surrounding this seemingly perfect family. But just as a tip-off from a local lighthouse-keeper puts the killer within reach, tragedy strikes: little Thomas is snatched from his bed. Up against a calculating
monster who seems to know her every weakness, Olivia must dig deeper than ever before to find this innocent child. But when one twisted killer becomes two, can she stay alive long enough to save him? A
totally gripping and utterly addictive page-turner that will have you biting your nails and reeling at the twists. Perfect for fans of Melinda Leigh, Lisa Regan and Kendra Elliot! Readers love One Child Alive:
‘Omg!… nerve-shredding and nail-biting… with a mind-blowing twist… brilliant and addictive … Very, very highly recommended… one of my favourite reads of this year.’ Nickislifeofcrime, 5 stars ‘I absolutely
loved… I literally didn’t want it to end… nail-biting and unpredictable. I have devoured this book in just one sitting. I have been gripped and need more.’ Little Miss Book Lover 87, 5 stars ‘Absolutely LOVED it.
Kept me guessing right up to the end. Non-stop from the first page. This is a must-read… The twists and turns keep you guessing the whole way through. Full of suspense, this one made my heart stop a few
times.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘WOW, what a read, it’s the type of book you will get lost in and won't put down… so pull up a chair, get a drink and a snack, and sit back and enjoy the story page by page.’
Spooky's Maze Of Books, 5 stars ‘When I first downloaded this, I swore to myself that I was only going to read a few pages because my kitchen was a mess and I needed to clean it. Yeah… my partner came
home with our daughter a few hours later and there I was… curled up on the sofa with a dirty kitchen. I just couldn’t put it down!’ Thebutterflyreader, 5 stars ‘Just when I thought I figured it out, I found out I
was wrong!… I didn’t want it to end but I couldn’t stop reading… phenomenal! The story was pulse-pounding!’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars Everyone is talking about Ellery Kane: ‘Omg… Wow, just wow, I
loved this… addictive… gripping… fast-paced, packed full of twists and turns, kept me guessing and had me captivated and glued to my kindle… gave me a very bad case of just-one-more-chapter
syndrome… I would give it more than five stars if I could…Very, very highly recommended.’ Nicki’s Life of Crime, 5 stars ‘Gripping… kept me reading until late at night and on the edge of my seat… I LOVED
IT!’ Bookworm86, 5 stars ‘PERFECTION!… you won’t want to put this book down… keeps you guessing until the end!’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
FBI special agent Max Carter is on the hunt – he’ll stop at nothing to catch a kidnapper with a taste for danger and a need for revenge. Fans of Lee Child and David Baldacci will be gripped by this heartracing thriller from bestselling author Ed James. As Senator Christopher Holliday walks through the halls of the US Federal Building in Seattle, his phone beeps with an alert. Frustrated by the interruption, he
takes a quick glance and is horrified by the image on the screen – his two children, Brandon and Avery, unconscious. The message simply reads: Meet me or they die. The race is on to find the children and
leading the investigation is Special Agent Max Carter from the FBI’s Child Abduction Rapid Deployment team. He will stop at nothing to find children stolen from their families – after all, he was once one of
those taken children, so he knows exactly what’s at stake. Rushing to the Senator’s home in Washington State, Carter faces a wall of police cruisers and blacked-out SUVs. Megan Holliday, the senator’s
wife, was ambushed by a man with a gun as she returned home from taking her kids out for ice cream. Bound and drugged, the attacker left her unconscious on the doorstep before messaging her husband.
When Senator Holliday flees the federal building, but fails to show up at home, Carter grows suspicious. The busy politician has vanished without telling anyone what he’s up to. If Carter knows one thing, it’s
that Holliday has something to hide. And he just became Carter’s prime suspect. What readers are saying about Tell Me Lies: ‘Wow, what a book – revenge, corruption, death and politics… Loved it.’
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘Brilliant from start to finish and I loved it... so many twists it kept me turning the pages way past my bedtime! This book knocks it out of the park on every level and I can't wait for
the next one.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘Excellent... I could not put this book down.’ Robin Loves Reading ‘Fast-paced and enthralling… A page-turner impossible to put down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘The action comes thick and fast as the storyline moves at a rapid pace.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Twists and turns, corruption, greed, revenge, danger, cover-ups, web of lies all kept my attention. I loved
this book.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Mystery and intrigue, double dealing and corruption at the highest levels of US Government. Loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I can’t wait for the next one in the
series.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Fast-paced and full of twists... I had no idea where it was going to end and that’s what I love most about reading.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Exhilarating and high
octane read with plenty of twists and turns.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A potent mix of emotion, surprising reveals and twists… There is plenty going on and the action barely allows you a moment to compose
yourself when another shocking twist takes you completely by surprise. It’s a thrill-a-minute and I couldn’t contain my excitement… This is one fast-paced thrill ride crime readers won’t want to miss.
Goodreads reviewer ‘High action political thriller. A good American thriller, on a par with some of the bigger names in the business!!’ Stardust Book Reviews ‘Unique and gripping… This book takes you on a
wild ride inside the mind of a diabolical killer. Eye opening twists keep you engrossed in the story for hours on end.’ Goodreads reviewer
Hidden Relationships of the Homicide Detective
An Absolutely Gripping Missing Child Crime Thriller
An absolutely gripping detective thriller
Baby Business\Not Quite Married
See Them Run
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Broken Bones
Little Face
The stunning new crime mystery from Solomon Carter. DETECTIVE INSPECTOR JOE HOGARTH UNCOVERS THE TRUTH BEHIND A NIGHTCLUB MURDER. AND HOGARTH HAS A SORDID SECRET
OF HIS OWN. SOME SECRETS ARE SO DARK, SO DEADLY, THEY CAN'T BE HIDDEN WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES... DI Hogarth, DS Sue Palmer and DC Simmons are called to a murder at a seaside
nightclub. Jake Drummond, a big man with a reputation for extortion, has been stabbed to death. No one saw the killer strike. A young man disappeared from the scene moments before the murder. The
young man has no clear motive, and was gone seconds before Drummond was killed. But Hogarth can't let go of his suspicions. He decides to track down the missing youth... And soon discovers the motive
for the murder is far older, and far darker than he could have imagined. One man goes missing and a ghost from the past reappears as the darkest lies of two generations are ruthlessly exposed. One cop
takes justice into her own hands. And another may pay the ultimate price. AS HOGARTH AND THE TEAM PEEL BACK THE LAYERS OF CRIME, THE BODYCOUNT STARTS TO CLIMB... DI Hogarth's
reputation hangs in the balance. And one cop's life hangs by a thread. Secret Affairs. Lies and Betrayal. Murder. And Hogarth's personal life is heading for a crisis. In an epic conclusion, DI Hogarth and his
team race against time to stop a killer who watches their every move. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Ian Rankin, Val McDermid and Ruth Rendell, Helen Durrant, Joy Ellis and LJ Ross. If you love to
read gripping detective thrillers with flawed characters and police procedurals with shocking twists and a noir flavour, then the DI Hogarth Darkest series is for you. Readers have described the Darkest series
as a best fit for fans of British crime thrillers, Female detective novels, British crime mysteries, Police Procedurals, Heist crime thrillers and Noir crime thrillers. A detective murder mystery packed with danger
and thrills - The Darkest Lies is a crime novel you won't want to put down. Setting: Southend-on-sea: Just over an hour from London. A tough and densely-packed suburban town. A place where wealth and
glamour sit cheek-by-jowl with addiction, poverty and crime, sandwiched between the sparkling Thames Estuary and a semi-rural hinterland of fields and marshes. When he transferred to the Essex coast, exMet Detective Joe Hogarth might have imagined he was signing up for sun, sea and semi-retirement. But the merry hell of Southend might just have him beat. It's a good thing this DI doesn't know when to
quit... THE DI HOGARTH DARKEST SERIES THE DARKEST LIES THE DARKEST GRAVE THE DARKEST DEED THE DARKEST TRUTH (coming soon). NOVEL SERIES BY SOLOMON CARTER: LONG
TIME DYING series featuring private investigators Eva Roberts and Dan Bradley THE LAST LINE LUCK AND JUDGMENT LONDON CALLING THE FINAL TRICK For more information visit
SolomonCarter.net
“Small town Colorado police detective Gemma Monroe is a human and fallible heroine I can't wait to meet again, and Littlejohn's prose is lyrical and gripping.”̶Deborah Crombie In Emily Littlejohn's follow-up
to her acclaimed debut Inherit the Bones, a twisted killer stalks his prey in the dead of winter. On a cold dark night in February, as a blizzard shrieks through Cedar Valley, police officer and new mother
Gemma Monroe responds to an anonymous report of a prowler at the local private high school, The Valley Academy. In her idyllic Colorado small town, Gemma expects the call was just a prank by a bored
teenager. But there in the snow lies the savaged body of a man whose presence in town was meant to be a secret. And a disturbing message left by his killer promises more death to come. This is only the
beginning . . . Nothing is as it seems in Cedar Valley and stories, both fact and fiction, ensnare Gemma as her investigation moves from the halls of an elite academy to the forests that surround Cedar Valley.
Against a backdrop of bleak winter weather, stymied by those who would lie to protect what is dearest to them, Gemma hunts a ruthless killer before he strikes again in A Season to Lie.
Lucy Jarrett is terrified. She's convinced that somebody is watching her, following her home from work and lurking in shadows. But when she looks, there's nobody there. The phone calls are real enough,
even if the caller never speaks, although they never seem to happen when her husband is at home. She's struggling to make anybody believe her, but with the recent murder of another young woman, DI
Tom Mariner must take Lucy's fears seriously. However, that's not all that DI Mariner has to contend with. His team is stretched to the limits when Nina Silvero, the widow of a former police officer, is found
brutally murdered in an attack that could hark back to her husband's past misdemeanours. Someone, it seems, is out for revenge...
Her sisterʼs boyfriend. Her worst nightmare. On the night of her motherʼs wake, Ewan kisses a shocked Ruby. They both agree to pretend that the kiss never happened ‒ in fact, according to Ewan, no one
even needs to know he walked Ruby home. Because Ewan is seeing Rubyʼs sister, Sophie. Heʼs been wonderful to Sophie, comforting her after her motherʼs murder and taking care of her little kids, too. In
short, heʼs been the perfect boyfriend. This was just a stupid mistake. But when Ruby learns of another woman's murder close to Ewanʼs route home on the night of the kiss, she fears that her lie has left her
sister in terrible danger. After all, how well do the sisters really know Ewan? How well do they know each other? And are they sure they know the truth about what really happened on the day their mother
died? A gripping and unputdownable thriller that will keep you guessing into the early hours of the morning. Perfect for fans of Claire McGowan, Sue Watson, and Jackie Kabler. Read what everyone is saying
about One Good Lie: ʻOh my GOODNESS!! I absolutely loved this... It got to the point where I was suspecting every single character in the book... The ending was twisty, thrilling, scary and, best of all,
satisfying. Truly a wonderful psychological thriller that kept me captivated throughout!ʼ Shalini Boland, author of The Secret Mother,
ʻJane Isaac never lets us down; this is fast-paced storytelling at
its best. One Good Lie is a chilling, unputdownable read, packed with menace and suspense and increasingly claustrophobic as we are sucked ever deeper into Ruby and Sophieʼs lives. Highly
recommended!ʼ Linda Huber, author of Baby Dear,
ʻA page-turning family drama where no one is quite what they seem, One Good Lie is expertly plotted and brilliantly executed.ʼ Susi Holliday,
author of The Last Resort ʻAn exciting psychological thriller that will appeal to fans of Ruth Ware, Greer Hendricks, and Sarah Pekkanen... Excellently-written, well-plotted... I sped through this book and
finished it in a day... If you're a fan of the thriller genre, you won't regret checking out this bookʼ Goodreads Reviewer,
ʻAbsolutely kept me on the edge of my seat. I couldnʼt wait to find out what
happened. The ending didnʼt disappoint. I highly recommend this one.ʼ NetGalley Reviewer,
ʻBook drought over! Hooked from page one, didn't stop reading until silly o'clock, had a few hoursʼ
sleep, walked the dog then dived back in to finish. Totally believable characters, great plot... Plus a moving depiction of how easily one can get caught up in a controlling relationship.ʼ Goodreads Reviewer ʻ5
Stars! Highly recommend. It was hard to put this book down. It was a fast paced story full of suspense. I was hooked from the first chapter. This thriller was fun to read. I absolutely loved this story of two
sisters. Well written, well plotted, engaging characters.ʼ NetGalley Reviewer,
ʻThis is my first book by this author but it won't be my last! This book had intrigue, suspense, action, and a big
whodunnit!! I usually can figure out who did it but this one had me shocked at finding out who it was! I definitely recommend reading this book!ʼ NetGalley Reviewer
Lying Ways
The Darkest Lies
Pretty Ugly Lies
The Night Ferry
A Gripping and Chilling Domestic Noir
The Child Before
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Twisted Lies

This carefully crafted ebook: "90+ Spy Thrillers, Murder Mysteries & Detective Stories (Illustrated)" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table
of contents: The Crimson Blind The Cardinal Moth The Corner House The Ends of Justice The House of Schemers The Lord of the Manor The Slave of Silence The
Yellow Face The Nether Millstone The Midnight Guest A Fatal Dose The Five Knots The Edge of the Sword The Lonely Bride Craven Fortune The Law of the Land The
Mystery of the Four Fingers A Golden Argosy By Order of the League A Daughter of Israel Tregarthen's Wife Blackmail The Weight of the Crown A Shadowed Love
The Sundial Netta A Queen of the Stage The Scales of Justice A Crime on Canvas The Golden Rose Paul Quentin A Front of Brass Hard Pressed The White Glove A
Mummer's Throne The Secret of the Sands The Man Called Gilray The House of Mammon A Royal Wrong A Secret Service The Sentence of the Court Powers of
Darkness The Mystery of the Ravenspurs The Day Ambition's Slave The Salt of the Earth The Lady in Blue The Case for the Crown The Wings of Victory The
Leopard's Spots The Honour of His House The Man who was Two The Mystery of Room 75 The Councillors of Falconhoe The Mystery of Crocksands The Turn of the
Tide The Green Bungalow The Devil's Advocate The Golden Bat The Price of Silence The House on the River The Shadow of the Dead Hand The King Diamond The
Riddle of the Rail The Grey Woman Queen of Hearts On The Night Express The Phantom Car A Clue in Wax Found Dead The Man Who Knew A Broken Memory
Secret of the River The Blue Daffodil The Master Criminal (True Crime Tales) The Romance of the Secret Service Fund… Frederick White (1859–1935), mostly known
for mysteries, is considered also as one of the pioneers of the spy story.
Keep your friends close and your enemies closer... Early one morning DI Clare Mackay receives a message from her boss DCI Alastair Gibson telling her to meet him
in secret. She does as he asks and is taken from St Andrews to a secure location in the remote Scottish hills. There, she is introduced to ethical hacker Gayle
Crichton and told about a critical security breach coming from inside Police Scotland. Clare is sworn to secrecy and must conceal Gayle’s identity from colleagues
until the source is found. Clare already has her hands full keeping a key witness under protection and investigating the murder of a university student. When a friend
of the victim is found preparing to jump off the Tay Road Bridge it is clear he is terrified of someone. But who? Clare realises too late that she has trusted the wrong
person. As her misplaced faith proves a danger to herself and others, Clare must fight tooth and nail to protect those she cares about and see justice done. A pageturning crime thriller perfect for fans of Alex Gray, D. K. Hood and Rachel Amphlett. What readers are saying about Lies to Tell ‘One of Scotland's top up-andcoming crime writers’ The Scottish Sun 'DI Clare Mackay is a brilliant character. I’m looking forward to more from Marion Todd’ Graeme Hampton, author of The
Darkness Within ‘A gripping addition to the crime genre’ Scottish Field ‘With Lies To Tell, Marion Todd is, or should be, firmly in the company of premier league
crime fiction writers. Long may the series continue.’ Reader review ? ? ? ? ? ‘Marion Todd has delivered an excellent third novel in her DI Clare MacKay series... the
ending resolutions are completely satisfying and leave the reader frustrated only with how long they have to wait for the next book in the series... A top-notch book’
Reader review ? ? ? ? ? ‘With so many twists and turns the story romps along at a breathless pace, who can she trust? A brilliant thriller, and an ending I didn’t see
coming.’ Reader review ? ? ? ? ? ‘With its polished pacing and plotting, I found this to be a thoroughly enjoyable, original and difficult to put down novel from Marion
Todd. She is a gifted storyteller who can provide readers with thrills, sophistication and a story packed with substance. A very highly recommended five star read’
Reader review ? ? ? ? ? ‘Over the last three books, Marion has nurtured Clare into someone of real substance and she has become one of my all time favourite female
lead characters.’ Reader review ? ? ? ? ? ‘Could not put this book down at all... this one has to be Marion Todd’s best book to date, a police procedural with non stop
action, twists and so many suspects that I was reeling with what was going to happen next’ Reader review ? ? ? ? ? ‘A book that you just can’t fault ... a real not to
be missed read’ Reader review? ? ? ? ?
‘Packed to the rafters with tension and suspense, misdirection which made me dizzy and a heart stopping climax... Another five star read.’ NetGalley reviewer ?????
HER PARTNER. HER SON. SHE’S NEXT.
‘OMG!!! SHUT THE FRONT DOOR!!! WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO US ANGELA!!!! JUST WOW!!!! Seriously love, love LOVED this book!!!!..I was on the edge of my
seat, biting my nails whilst feeling my heart pounding into the silly hours of the morning...one of the best books I have ever read!!!’ Bookworm86, ????? Her stomach
lurches as she sits in the windowless room. He throws her phone to the ground, grinds it against the floor with the heel of his shoe and brings his face closer to
hers. There was no turning back now, her life as she knew it was gone. When Detective Kim Stone is called to a local business, what she sees leaves her speechless.
The photo on the driving licence bears little resemblance to the man laid out before her, and she knows she’s up against the most twisted killer she has ever
encountered. But as she breaks the devastating news to the victim’s wife, Diane Phipps, Kim can’t help feeling that something isn’t quite right about the woman’s
reaction. Twenty-four hours later, Diane and the rest of the victim’s family disappears into thin air. Then a second body is found staked to the ground in a local
nature reserve. Desperate to crack the case open quickly, Kim and her team unravel a vital clue – a fiercely guarded secret that links both victims and could cost
even more lives. A secret that some police officers are also protecting. Faced with deceit from those she should be able to trust, family members who won’t talk, and
local reporter, Tracy Frost, opening a can of worms on the case of a woman murdered by her husband a year ago – Kim is in deep water like never before. Kim must
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find the motive if she is to find the killer who is systematically targeting his victims. But can she unlock the shocking truth and stop him before he strikes again? An
absolutely jaw-dropping crime thriller from the number one, multi-million-copy bestselling author of the incredibly addictive Detective Kim Stone series. What
readers are saying about Twisted Lies: ‘The jack, queen, king and ace of crime fiction…It keeps on delivering, and you can't stop reading it until the fantastic
ending…Another mesmerizing and riveting read! I find it insulting to even rate it giving between one to five stars, because how many stars should you give to the
sun?’ The World Is Ours To Read, ????? ‘I must have uttered WTF out loud and in full many times…this may just be the best one in the series so far. I read it one
afternoon…I devoured the pages, and couldn't get enough.’ Rachel’s Random Reads, ????? ‘The most gripping, complicated, compelling and exciting outing for Kim
Stone yet. You really won't be able to put it down.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘You are thrown straight into the action…I was invested in this book from the first
page…gripping, thrilling and the plot moves at a great pace…my favourite book of the year.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Gripping, clever, unputdownable, thrilling and
the plot moves at a great pace…I dare to say that this one is the best of the fourteen Kim Stone books…This book deserves MORE THAN FIVE STARS…’ Goodreads
reviewer, ????? ‘You won’t want to put it down until you’ve finished…chilling, brutal and stomach churning…I did find myself reading open mouthed as the plot
begins to unfold...will make your heart beat faster and keep you hooked from the first page…Angela Marsons is undoubtedly the Queen of Crime!! Fab, fab, fab – what
more can I say!!’ Stardust Book Reviews, ????? ‘WOW! Just Wow! This book has taken me on an emotional roller coaster… I’ve definitely given this book 6 out of 5.’
John’s Book Shelf, ????? ‘Exceptional…I was hooked from the very first page…1000% recommend this series and author.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Each book just
gets better and better, I always feel like doing a little happy dance when I see a new book is coming out…kept me turning the pages at a rapid rate, I read it in one
sitting. Kim and her team almost feel like family…’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘You know it’s a fantastic book when you start it in the afternoon, hurry through all
your normal ‘life chores’ in a race to get into bed and continue reading…totally worth a night of uninterrupted, heart-pumping reading!’ BookwormCatLady, ?????
Silent Cry (Detective Gaby Darin, Book 1)
A Robbie Burns Detective Story
The Girl With No Name
Number 4 in series
Number 5 in series
The Lost Child
Sweet Little Lies
A dead body found on the Cyclone roller coaster brings murder back to Coney Island, where it is as welcome as a hair on a hot dog.
Detective Robbie Burns is soon immersed in the colorful community's storied past and its perilous present as she strives to
determine who the victim truly was, who killed him, and why. When a tenacious reporter thrusts Robbie and her past back into the
headlines, she faces threats to her life and her livelihood. Forced to navigate her way through a labyrinth of greed, loss, and
lies, she finds a surprising ally to guide her. Coney Island Baby is a gripping, fast-paced read exploring avarice, death, and
deception against the backdrop of Brooklyn's 21st century transformation. With humor sprinkled like powdered sugar on a funnel
cake, the thrills combine with laughter resulting in an entertaining and rollicking ride.
'A little girl is missing from under her mother's nose. She'll be scared and vulnerable - if she's still alive. But no one is
helping us search. No one wants to give us information. No one even seems surprised. What's going on?' Detective Bernadette Noel
came to this quiet rural corner of south-west England from London to lie low after a high-profile prosecution led to death threats
against her family. But she has barely settled in when the call comes. A woman's voice, shrill with terror and thick with tears:
'Help - it's my daughter, Molly - I only had my back turned for a minute... She's gone!' A child abduction is about as far from
lying low as it gets, and her boss wants to assign a different detective. But there's no way Bernie's not taking the case - she
can't miss this chance to prove herself. Five-year-old Molly Reynolds has been snatched from the playground in the village where
she lives. Normally in cases like this the community is an asset - eager to help search and full of local knowledge. But although
Molly's mother Jessica is in anguish, the other villagers don't seem to want to know. As details emerge, Bernie discovers a
possible link to a shocking crime that has never been solved, and which the locals have never forgotten. But what exactly is the
connection to Molly's abduction? Cracking a cold case is the only way to find out - and meanwhile time is running out for Molly. A
dark and compelling crime thriller that will have you reading late into the night. If you like Val McDermid, D.S. Butler or Angela
Marsons, you'll love Joy Kluver.
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There are three people in this marriage. One of them must die. Alicia Gray knows she's a lucky woman. With a gorgeous, successful
husband who whisks her away on romantic trips, a beautiful home in one of the country's wealthiest zip codes, and two wonderful
daughters, life couldn't be better. However, she'll soon discover that an enviable marriage comes at a deadly cost. Who is Faith
and why are dozens of email messages between her and Alicia's husband hidden in his draft folder? Why were the messages never
sent? As Alicia embarks on a desperate quest to uncover Faith's identity, a shocking death hits close to home and sends her
reeling. Was it a tragic accident or cold-blooded murder? In this beautiful town of wealth and privilege, nothing is as it seems,
and everyone has something to hide. As Alicia struggles under the weight of dark secrets from her own past, someone knows more
than they’re saying—someone who knows the truth will come at a devastating price. Emotionally gripping and expertly plotted, this
heart-pounding, compulsive read is the perfect domestic thriller for fans of The Wife Between Us, The Husband’s Secret and The
Couple Next Door.
Two sweet contemporary romances by New York Times bestselling authors Brenda Novak and Christine Rimmer. Baby Business by Brenda
Novak Macy McKinney needs money, a lot of it, to pay for her daughter's operation. Businessman Thad Winters, a widower, wants a
child without the complications of a relationship. He's willing to pay for that. He interviews applicants—and hires Macy to have
his baby. Once Macy's pregnant, they decide that a temporary marriage will simplify the situation'but it does exactly the
opposite! A deeply emotional story about what it means to love a child—and what happens when you marry the right man…for the wrong
reasons. Not Quite Married by Christine Rimmer It was hard for Clara Bravo to face gorgeous Dalton Ames after he ended their
fling, especially when she was notifying Dalton that she was pregnant. Even more difficult, was turning down the irresistible
banker's proposal—just for their baby's sake. Dalton pushed Clara away because he couldn't risk his heart again after his recent
divorce—not because he didn't feel anything for her. When he discovered her pregnancy, Dalton was determined to create the pictureperfect home with the one woman he could never forget. Now, if only he could convince Clara that their family was forever… Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
A gripping detective thriller with a heart-stopping twist
The Master Criminal, The Ends of Justice, Queen of Hearts, Powers of Darkness, The Seed of Empire, The Five Knots, The Edge of the
Sword, The Island of Shadows, A Crime on Canvas…
THESE LITTLE LIES an Addictive Crime Thriller with a Twist You Won't See Coming
90+ Spy Thrillers, Murder Mysteries & Detective Stories (Illustrated)
One Good Lie
Where The Truth Lies
Every Last Lie
In this gripping debut procedural, a young London policewoman must probe dark secrets buried deep in her own family’s past to solve a murder and a long-ago disappearance. Your
father is a liar. But is he a killer? Even liars tell the truth . . . sometimes. Twenty-six-year-old Cat Kinsella overcame a troubled childhood to become a Detective Constable with the
Metropolitan Police Force, but she’s never been able to banish these ghosts. When she’s called to the scene of a murder in Islington, not far from the pub her estranged father still
runs, she discovers that Alice Lapaine, a young housewife who didn’t get out much, has been found strangled. Cat and her team immediately suspect Alice’s husband, until she
receives a mysterious phone call that links the victim to Maryanne Doyle, a teenage girl who went missing in Ireland eighteen years earlier. The call raises uneasy memories for
Cat—her family met Maryanne while on holiday, right before she vanished. Though she was only a child, Cat knew that her charming but dissolute father wasn’t telling the truth
when he denied knowing anything about Maryanne or her disappearance. Did her father do something to the teenage girl all those years ago? Could he have harmed Alice now? And
how can you trust a liar even if he might be telling the truth? Determined to close the two cases, Cat rushes headlong into the investigation, crossing ethical lines and trampling
professional codes. But in looking into the past, she might not like what she finds. . . .
New York Times bestselling author of THE GOOD GIRL Mary Kubica is back with another exhilarating thriller as a widow’s pursuit of the truth leads her to the darkest corners of the
psyche. Clara Solberg’s world shatters when her husband and their four-year-old daughter are in a car crash, killing Nick while Maisie is remarkably unharmed. The crash is ruled an
accident…until the coming days, when Maisie starts having night terrors that make Clara question what really happened on that fateful afternoon. Tormented by grief and her
obsession that Nick’s death was far more than just an accident, Clara is plunged into a desperate hunt for the truth. Who would have wanted Nick dead? And, more important, why?
Clara will stop at nothing to find out—and the truth is only the beginning of this twisted tale of secrets and deceit. Told in the alternating perspectives of Clara’s investigation and
Nick’s last months leading up to the crash, master of suspense Mary Kubica weaves her most chilling thriller to date—one that explores the dark recesses of a mind plagued by grief
and shows that some secrets might be better left buried.
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‘Gripping... Twists and turns aplenty and a great sense of place.’ S.E. Lynes, author of The Housewarming ‘Full of twists and turns... You will be gripped... I just couldn't stop reading...
A fabulous story till the end.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars A MISSING BABY. A MOTHER’S NIGHTMARE.
“Heather Gudenkauf is one of my favorite new authors.” —Lisa Scottoline In this riveting prequel to New York Times bestselling author Heather Gudenkauf’s novel Little Mercies,
even the smallest lies can have far-reaching consequences. When a woman’s body is discovered in a local park—with her bewildered four-year-old son sitting beside her—veteran
social worker Ellen Moore is called in to assist in the police investigation. Positioned beneath a statue of Leto, the goddess of motherhood, Ellen discovers the crime is remarkably
similar to one from a decade past. Ellen’s professional duty is to protect the child, but she’s not equipped to contend with a killer. As she races to connect the dots, she knows her
time is running out. And the stakes are high: if she fails, another mother is sure to make the ultimate sacrifice. Don’t miss Heather Gudenkauf’s newest novel NOT A SOUND, out May
30, 2017!
WHAT LIES BENEATH an Absolutely Addictive Crime Thriller with a Huge Twist
Buried Lies (Detective Gaby Darin, Book 5)
An absolutely gripping mystery and suspense thriller
Little Lies
Lies to Tell
One Last Child
Here She Lies

From a USA Today–bestselling author, a psychological thriller that asks: What would cause a woman to murder her own family? Jo's idyllic life would
make most people jealous. Until the day her daughter is abducted, and the only way to find her is to unravel her dark past. Ellie is a devoted wife . .
. until she discovers the pain of betrayal. Now vengeance is all she can think about. Party girl Shayla knows how to hide her demons. But when she's
confronted with a life-shattering choice, it will cost her everything. June knows suffering intimately, though the smile she wears keeps it hidden.
Soon the lives of these four women intersect—and one of them is about to snap . . .
“Little Face is a wonderful work, a brilliant use of mirrors and the writer's magic. Chilling, tantalizing, and ultimately fair and deeply
satisfying.”—Barbara D’Amato, author of Death of a Thousand Cuts “Hannah adapts to crime fiction with arresting aplomb: Her characters are vivid,
the novel’s challenging double narrative is handled with flair, and its denouement is ingenious.”—The Sunday Times (London) “Outstandingly
chilling.”—The Spectator “Superb . . . good, old-fashioned spine-tingling stuff, but also a fine modern thriller.”—The Times (London) “A terrifying
mystery of manipulation, counter-manipulation and, finally, astounding revelation. It’s a haunting story told with bewitching skill.”—The Scotsman
“Impressive.”—The Mail on Sunday The first time she goes out after their daughter is born, Alice leaves the two-week-old infant at home with her
husband, David. When she returns two hours later, she insists that the baby in the crib is not her child. Despite her apparent distress, David is
adamant that she is wrong. The police are called to the scene. Detective Constable Simon Waterhouse is sympathetic, but he doubts Alice’s story.
His superior, Sergeant Charlie Zailer, thinks Alice must be suffering from some sort of delusion brought on by postpartum depression. With an
increasingly hostile and menacing David swearing she must either be mad or lying, how can Alice make the police believe her before it’s too late?
Sophie Hannah is an award-winning and best-selling poet in the United Kingdom. She has also previously published fiction. This is her first
psychological crime novel. She lives in West Yorkshire with her husband and two children.
She began to sing, the girl. Her voice was soft, so soft it was almost of the wind. It was a lullaby. She cradled her arms, rocking them gently back
and forth. As if she was holding a baby. But she was not. Her arms were empty. On a cold morning a cyclist finds the brutally slaughtered body of a
woman in her car, on a remote lane leading to the long-abandoned Irish village of Kelly’s Forge. But when Detective Finnegan Beck arrives from the
nearby town of Cross Beg to investigate he notices there’s a baby’s seat in the back of the car. A bottle of baby’s milk lying in the footwell. And no
child. Little Róisín isn’t the first child to go missing from that same remote location though. There was another baby girl, taken more than fifty years
before, who was never found. Has too much time passed for there to be a connection, or does something – or someone – link these two crimes? Beck
claims he does not want to stay in Cross Beg. His heart is back in Dublin, with the woman he loves. But, knowing that a child’s life depends on him
changes things. He knows he has to find the missing baby girl. Because if he doesn’t, he fears there’s a chance everyone will give up the baby for
dead, just like they did before… This dark, twisted page turner will keep you up all night. Perfect for fans of LJ Ross, Patricia Gibney, and Rachel
Caine. Readers are loving The Child Before: ‘So many twists and turns throughout the whole book. You never knew what surprise was going to
happen next. This book had me holding my breath up til the end. I would have never guessed who the killer was. I just love books like this.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘An amazing book… Lots of twists and turns… Full of surprises. I thought I knew who the killer was halfway through but
I was totally wrong.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A fast paced thriller with heart wrenching turns!... I went from heartbroken to angry to scared!!
What a perfect combination for a thriller!... I would absolutely recommend this book!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Wow. This was a great book. Held my
attention from the first page. Tons of twists and turns. Can't wait for more’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Gripping to the end. Love the plot twists
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and turns... Michael Scanlon is one writer to watch for the future.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Inspector Beck is an unforgettable character… A
highly entertaining read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Full of twists and dark turns, the author keeps the reader guessing up until the very last page.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘This is my kind of book… kept me guessing and reading until late into the night.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Bloody good… I didn’t
for a minute spot the culprit.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Brilliant. I love the slow unwinding of the different strands in the plot… Great writing… full of
atmosphere and suspense. Well deserved five stars.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars Praise for Michael Scanlon: ‘Gripping... Keeps you guessing till the
end... Unrelenting pace... excellent writing... The needle of suspicion keeps moving from one suspect to another... If you loved the detective series
of Harry Bosch or Cormoran Strike, you will enjoy this one.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A page-turning, don't-put-it-down, yes-you-will-be-up-all-night kind
of read… amazing!’ SPW Writes, 5 stars ‘Started with a bang and just kept going! The twists kept coming... I couldn't put it down.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘I have never, ever read a whole book in one day… until now.’ Booked Up Girl, 5 stars ‘Bloody brilliant... One seriously, fantastically and
brilliantly written book. I was hooked on this book from the first moment. Simply unputdownable... I totally and utterly flipping well loved [it]...
Simply outstanding.’ Ginger Book Geek, 5 stars
In the famous Scottish town of St. Andrews, someone is bent on murder...but why? On the night of a wedding celebration in St. Andrews, one guest
meets a grisly end when he’s killed in a hit-and-run. A card bearing the number 5 has been placed on the victim’s chest. Detective Inspector Clare
Mackay leads the investigation. As more deaths follow, Clare and her team realize they’re against the clock to find a killer stalking the streets of the
picturesque Scottish town and bent on revenge. Don’t miss the page-turning first novel in a gripping series featuring DI Clare Mackay, perfect for
fans of Alex Gray, D. S. Butler, and Rachel Amphlett.
The Last Child
An absolutely gripping crime thriller packed with suspense
Absolutely gripping mystery and suspense
Lola Is Missing
A completely gripping crime thriller
A Detective Gemma Monroe Mystery
A Novel
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